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Question(s) Presented: Did BIA err in denying motion to reopen removal proceedings due to lack of notice? 

 

Holdings: Vacated and remanded. BIA abused its discretion by denying appeal on MTR. 

 

Rationale: Respondent DID update her address with ICE, and still did not get notice of hearing. 

 

Facts: (828-29) Citizen of El Salvador entered U.S. and was detained. Personally served with NTA upon 

release. She DID provide new address in TX using E-33 (Court & ICE). Later moved to MA and only updated 

her address with ICE. Hearing notice mailed to address in TX.  

 

Procedural History: 

• June 2016: Ordered removed in absentia. 

• Nov. 2016: Filed MTR. Denied by IJ because NTA specified the obligation to update Court as well. 

• BIA: dismissed appeal because NTA was advisement to update both Court & ICE. 

 

Respondent’s Arguments: 

• Respondent met address obligations by updating her info with ICE when she moved to MA. 

 

Appeals to Statute & Precedent: 

• 8 U.S.C. § 1229(a)(1): service of hearing notice; FN’s obligation to update address. An “alien must 

provide the A.G. immediately with a written record of any change of the alien’s address.” (F)(ii) 

• 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(5)(C)(ii): can reopen in absentia removal order at any time if can prove lack of 

notice. 

• 8 C.F.R. § 1003.15(d): aliens must notify the immigration court of any change of address only AFTER 

the NTA has been filed by the government with the Court. 

• Gomez-Palacios v. Holder, 560 F.3d 354 (5th Cir. 2009): alien’s failure to receive actual notice due to 

neglect of their obligation to inform court of new address doesn’t count as lack of notice. 

 

Relevant U.S. History: 

• 8 U.S.C. § 1229 was enacted before DHS was created.  

o “Prior to that statutory change, removal *831 proceedings were prosecuted by the Immigration 

and Naturalization Service (INS), which indeed was an agency within the Department of Justice 

(DOJ). But when the DHS was created, the INS was dissolved and most of its functions were 

moved out of the DOJ and into the DHS.” 830-31 
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o “The former INS was responsible for providing aliens with the statutorily required NTA and for 

filing the NTA, containing the alien’s current address, with the immigration court. Both 

functions are now performed by ICE.” 831 

o “Because ICE is now responsible for providing the alien’s address to the immigration court when 

it files the NTA, we read 8 U.S.C. § 1229, through the lens of 6 U.S.C. § 557, to require the alien 

to provide a change of address to ICE at least until the NTA has been filed with the immigration 

court.3 As such, by notifying ICE of her change of address before it filed the NTA with the 

immigration court, Fuentes-Pena satisfied her statutory obligation to provide notice of her 

change of address, and her failure to attend her removal hearing is excused.” 831 

 

Discussion: 

• Distinguishable from Gomez-Palacios because in this case, FN updated her address with ICE before ICE 

filed the NTA with the immigration court. 

 

 


